2018 ASTC CHARITABLE TRUST DONORS

Thank you to Purina Pro Plan which donated $1,419.99 to the ASTC Charitable Trust in 2018. An equal amount was donated by Purina to the AKC Canine Health Foundation for research benefiting Shih Tzu.

Thank you to the members below who so generously donated with their 2019 dues renewal:

**PLATINUM:**
Stefanie Karon in memory of Seth Karon

**GOLD:**
Carol Bush  
Alice Flaherty  
Linda Harper  
Janis Clary Oehlschlager  
Leanne Rager

**SILVER:**
Stacy Bingham  
Sherry Bolinger

**BRONZE:**
Terri Jenkins  
Carla Johnson  
Alice Kane  
Suzanne Bienvenu Leathead  
Karen Millard  
Deborah Vaiden  
Sharon Walter